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RSffY SENATE S'l'UDY URGED

By HERBIE SCHWARTZ, News Reporter
Joint Statement Committee
,
bility of taking that next step."
p J•
During the past week a permanent University
·
May 12, the Xa- .0
. pens Spea k. erS 0 ICY
Committee and three representative organizations of vierOnAAMonday,
UP chapter added its voice
By HERBIE SCHWARTZ, News Reporter
In its May 7th meeting, the ~and essential operation of the inCommlttee on the Joint Statement atitution. At the same time, it should
for Student Rights and Freedoms, be made clear to the academic and
recommended for implementation the larger community that ln their
on the Xavier campus that section · public expressions or demonstraof the national document which ea- tiona students or student organitablishea a completely free-policy zatlons speak only for themselves.
concerning speakers Invited to cam- Students should be allowed to ln~te
pus. The open speakers policy and to hear any person of their
which will be thus established If own choosing. Those routine prothe recommendation of the com- cedurea required by an Institution
mlttee ls followed, would be a slg- before a guest speaker la Invited
nlflcant departure from current to appear on campus should be
Xavier University poll~.
·
designed only to insure that there
The Joint Statement, in the Stu- ls orderly scheduling of facilities
dent Affairs section entitled ;;Free- and adequate preparation for the
dom of Inquiry and Expression," event, and that the occasion ls conreads: "Students and student or- ducted in a manner appropriate to
· ganlzatlons should be free to an academic community." This enexamlne and discuss all questions tire section was adopted by the
of interest to them, and to express Committee just as it rel'lds, by a- .
opinions publicly and privately. 5-1 vote. The Committee wlll subThey should always be free to sup- sequently recommend to President
port causes by orderly means O'Connor that this be made official
which do not disrupt the regular University policy.

Dorm Council
Surveys Reorganiz~tion
By PAT KELLEY, Newa Associate F.cIJtor

the University community joined in urging President
Paul O'Connor to· establish a University Committee
to study the feasibility of a University Senate. The
Faculty Committee, the Xavier chapter of the American
Association of University Professors, and the Xavier
Student Council have been joined by the Committee
on the Joint Statement for Student Rights and Responsibilities in recommending the action.

At press time~ no official state- alble to the President, endorsed the
ment of response had been Issued Faculty Commltteesuggestlon. The
by President O'Conner.
motion was ralaedbyDr.Ashmore,
The Faculty Commltteelnltlated a committee member, and passed
the suggestion, it was learned last unanimously. George Eder, a atuWed.,!lesday, May 7. The Com- dent member, commented: "The
mlttee was acting ln response to a Statement, which argues for lnmemorandum from the President volvement of all segments of the
requesting suggestions concerning university in the governing process,
further development of university 'and also la in consonance .with the
government. In a formal reply, previous stance of our committee,
they urged the President to estab- which last year made the decisive
lish a tri-part, official University recommendation to Fr. O'Connor
committee to study the feasiblllty -· which resulted in students being
of a tri-pan 'university Senate.
admitted to full membership on
var~ous permanent unlversltycomLater that same afternoon, the mlttees. A University Senate would
Committee on the Joint Statement be another step in the direction
for Student Rights and Freedoms, pointed out by the Joint Statement.
a trl-part committee directly respon- Let's. thoroughly study the possl-

to those of the Faculty Committee
and the Joint Statement Committee.
Dr. Ashmore, current chapter presi.dent, explained: "We areendorsing
a.,tri-part study committee to investigate the feaslbllity of a tri-part
University senate. All three segments of the University should be
Involved on every level of the
process."
Then the Xavier Student Council, on Tuesday, May 13, added
further strength to the recommendation with a unanimous motion
that "the recommendation of the
Faculty Committee and the Joint
Statement Committee to establish
a committee to study thelmplementation of a University Senate be
adopted. " The official Council statement reasoned: "A University
Senate would be based on the concept of a University community,
involving all segments of the university in the decision-making proeess, and would provldeavaluable
forum for discussion of important
matters of Interest to the community."

-Soda .llt• S11Jltelle•
.
~studeat• lor Clarl•tlaa Conanaualtg!9

worked with the dorm staffs to run
On May 5th the Sodality in the community. We will gear
parties and movies. In addition, changed their name to Students our activities toward programs
proctor evaluations were carried for Christian. Community. Rea- on campus as well as the existing
on throu1hout the year.
projects in the communities."
sons for this change were many.
Also on May 5th, the officers
Blush outlined some of Dorm Last year, the National Federfor
the upcoming year were elected.
Councils plans for the future. They ation of Sodalltiea changed their
Include a change of the present. name to Christian Life CommuniOpen House policy. A chan1e ln ties and requested all others to
the method of select1n1 the proctors use this name. "We deliberated,"
and Door advisors from a cliquish said Bob Rlepenhoff, newly.:elected
type 8e1t!ctlon to a more arbitrary President, "and decided to wait
student 1overnment.
competitive system _of selection. till we found an appropriate name
This year Dorm Councli was And finally they will continue to before we would change. Students
reorganized on a vast representa- strive for better c:ooperatlon from for Christian Community was the
Family Weekendbeglnstonlght,
tive scale. From the past, somewhat the maintenance department ln all result. The name Sodality no May 16, with a combined Clef
lax organization the new Council . the dorms.
longer connotes what we staµd for. Club and Band Concert ln the
expanded its representation to lnWe no longer follow the Rules and theater at 8 p.m. At ten o'clock
Brad Rider commentedthatnext Guidelines of the National Feder~ the parent's reception will begin
elude every student ln every dorm.
Each dormitory has now its own years officers wlll be selected in atlon. Also, CLC seems·to be too at the Silver Room of the CarCo\incll, which works to provide October.
.
static, too professional. The name rousel Inn. At noon on Saturday
the student with voice in running
In summation; Blush praised sec Implies a movement. Our there will be a mass offered In
his dorm.
the work of all this year's Coun- movement will be centered around Bellarmlile Chapel followed at one
Ray Blush said that this year cilmen, "They have worked for Christian Involvement on campus. o'clock by the XU-Marian College
has been basically one of adminls- concrete goals which the students We are in a transitional period, baseball game. The Masque
tratlon and organization. "But can see and appreciate. Next year's as the church ls. Our purpose is to Society will hold an open house at
enough· has been done in other officers now have an excellent set- meet the needs of the MODERN 4 p.m. In the theater. A dinner for
areas to enable the student to actu- ting within ·.~hich to carry on their CHRISTIAN on th~ campus and the families of freshmen Is chedally see their government in action ..;w!!,g,m.JW;.J!!h!!<e.J$!l!u:!!d~e1.!ln!l.:t.. _ " - - - - - - - - - - - : - - - - - - - - - - , duled for 6 p.m. In the main dining
and working for them. The respecroom in ~e University Center.
tlve Councils have tried to make'
· their students aware of the tremendous possibilities of dorm goyernment." As a result of their work,
the individual councils have be.come stronger and more effective
tools.
Blush continued saying that the
Inter-Dorm Council, which comThe keynote speaker at the
blnes all of tt,e individual councils
commencement exercises June 4
Into asolldpowerfulgroup, worked
will be George McGovern, Demo'for a change in the alcohol regucratlc junior senator from South
latlons for the dorms, and were
Dakota and Presidential candidate
Dorm Council baa spentthepaat
year reor1anlzlng and ~pandin1
Itself. W~at baa it achieved? How
are the etudentl beneftttln& from itl
new structure and functions? The
News talkecl'with Ray Blush and
Brad Rider, President and VicePresident of the Inter-Dorm Councll, to find out the answers to these
questions, and to hear speculaftona
on the future of this one phase of

Rlepenhoff succeeds Mike Lyon as
President and four vice-presidents
were also elected to handle various
areas in the sec. They were:
Sandy Smith, Greg Haas, Matt
.Hayes, and Bob Good.

Family Weekend
Begins Tonight

a

The big event of Family Weekend continues this year to be the
dance and casino ln the Armory
starting at 9 o'clock. You can
roam from the dance Ooor to the
casino to the country store where
you can cash in your chips for
valuable prizes. Towards the end
of the evening, the winners of the
Chevy Camaro and' the Zenith
Color television will be drawn.
Everything ls ready for your enjoyment. Just bring your family
and have a good time at your
university with your friends and
their families.

·Sen. McGovern
to·· Speak at Commencement

::i:r.:;::..::::~;kE :,i.:r,~.':.~,.t,'~.;·_'.~·i,t.:-.'~.!:~_'i· :· ".';i_'.· ~·;.·,~
..

.·. ....·•....

.. themlnprevlousyears,andagood
~ r.,,~~, . proportion of .these w_ere granted.
Retreats were held ln the Dorm
Pre&ldent O'Connor·· gave his thoughts to military students last
·wings to make lt easier for the stu- Friday in the fleldhouse at the annual President's Review, while others
dents to fulfill their university re- outside reminded those attending of another side ofthe question. Despite
qulrement. The individual councils rumors, there was no disturbance.

~:~~:;~;~~; ~::~1~~~~~~"~::?.£:

XavierUniversity,andaddressthe
seniors about a current topic on
the American scene, not yet announced.
McGovern is considered a pro.gresslve on domestic issues, and a

1-------------------------------4

dove in favor of stopping the fightIng In Vietnam. He went on record
as saying that "mllltary Involve·
ment In Southeast Asia represents
the most. regrettable diplomatic,

lion should,be replaced with a
voluntary system.
McGovern is a former professor
·of history and government, and
former director of the U.S. Food
for Peace program.
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student and administrator. black
and white.
Truth is the goal of any university. Courageous and humble
love is the norm for every Chris-Jan
community. Xavier faculty, Xa·der
students, and Xavier administrators together bear t.'1e responsibility
Jor searching into the truth of the
file in, around, and beyond th~.
and for doing something about the
quality of that life as it goes on in
the world. You are called to a partnership in a revolution as radical
as the gut-deep challenge, "Repent.
and believe in .me! ""The truth will
make you free": from now .on you
~ill be held .accountable .for that
truth and for that freedom as ll
takes hold of the lives of more e.nd
more men - jf you really care
enough.
A.nd this is a responsibility you
share together, come bell or/ 'high
water ! Never expect too little of
your education or of each other.
Demand big, idealistic things of
each other, and do not be afraid
of the tension and friction of progress. But be sure to encourage and
support each other in the very realistic problems all of you will face.

To the Xavier University
communit:;':
For four years we .Jesuit scholastics and brofaers from Milford
ha,·e been part of the Xavier University community, living, working, studying, laughing, and arguing along with you. _This summer
we v.111 be in Chicago. and then in
August we \\ill move to Detroit.
I think that I can speak for all
of us in saying that we truly appreciate the months and years we have
spent together at Xa·.-ier. Ihavemet
and worked v.-ith people here who
have worked hard to make Xavier
the Christian university community
it is meant to be. l hope that more
and more people at Xavier -· b"tudents, faculty, and administration
- will catch that" spark and live
by that vision.
II there is· anything I would urge
for everyone here as another step
ahead toward the fulfillment of that
vision, it would be openness. Open
yourselvet; and open this university
community to every jJP••rson, to
every facet of truth, and to every
need in this cosmos of ours. Listen
and be !le!lSiti,,e to the words and
feelings or others. There are too
many people starving, bleeding,
and crying in their aloneness for
thU; community to be petty or selfcontained. Open yourselves to the
truth or each other, young and old,

To be some111•hat practical: get a
copy of Xavier's Five-Year Pla.n,
read it, fight for it, work for il
~7ork out your 0111•n ideas and be
111ill.ing to argue, intelligently and
patiently, •"ith your teach.en and

.....

'

lie Lltterl•
administrators, 1111.th other students
1Von llisput;andumst
and with yourself! Begin, support,
and sustain discussions, seminars,
FAST talks, and lecture series, and
carry that atmosphere of awareness and discussion over into the
cafeteria, the grill, the Pied Pi.per,
and the dorms. Work hard for a
Unh'ersity Sentate that will be a
continuing instrument for keeping
this campus enthusiastically open
Pond questing. Push for an alive
Christian co= unity that discusses
what is important, worships in a
manner that is genuine, and leads
in the areas most pressing. Work
in .Appalachia, work in Avondale,
work for Biafra - work hard and
vmrk humbly in the spirit of service Martin Luther Kingtaughtus.
All of this will ·presuppose that
you a.re working with an ·open
mind and -heart to find and penetrate into truth and to bring that
truth alive in -our ·society.

"Youth is made for heroism,
not pleasure" ( Paul Claude!). 1
am grateful for all that the Xavier
community has done to make that
idea come alive for me, and I pray
that the enthusiasm of Pentecost
and the love of Christ will grow
here. Be hold, be creative, and
be Christian! Your idealism
should demand no less.

In His Heart,
Edward Dolan, S.J.

.ffanifesto Pre11ents

SPIT!

Dear Mr. Henson:
ical and ontological suicide" •.vas
When r wrote my article on as enigmatic as was Mr. Kremm's
liturgical experimentation, it was transcenden~al jargon.
mv intention to express an insight
"Whence arose this obfusca.
tion ?" J asked. After hours of
0 ; two on progressive liturgy and
to perhapsprovokesomeintelligent thought and speculation it was my
discussion on the matter of wor- conclusion that the source of the
i;hip in the Church in general and problem was the inability of myhere onXavier'scampus. However, self and Messrs. Koester and
the responses which my article Kremm to express ourselves adeevoked make me wish that Xavier's quately in English. To remedy this
theology department had con- situation I intend to visit the Chairdemned me as an haereticus vitan- man of Xavier's English Departdus - then, at least, I would have ment and scold him soundly for
known where I stand and could the department's failure to teach
argue to defend myself accordingly.· good letter-writing. The business
Mr. Kremm replied to my article school, that formidable bastion of
by saying that I had lost "the pragmatic education on our camproper balance between the cate-~ pus, has for years been after the
gorical and the transcendent, be- English Departmenttooffercourses
tween mystery and reason.• This in letter-writing. Such courses
argument was, I feel, a low blow would surely be valuable as a tool
on the part of Mr. Kremmbecause, for learning the techniqueofwritten
since I wouldn't know a transcen· expression, and would be much
dental from a categorical even if I more practical than all those usewalked into one, it was impossible less literature courses - But I am
for me to offer a repartee to Mr. digressing.
Kremm 's argument. The following
To sum up, may I express iny
week, when I noticed Mr. Koester's regret for giving rise to such a
letter in the paper, a feeling of con- maelstrom of Addlepated confidence surged within me that here fusion. It Is unfortunate that the
at last was the deus ex machina News cannot be a forum for an
which would clarify everything. As exchange of ideas and for a meetI read the letter, I was very pleased ing of minds; b~t we will just have
that Mr. Koester had caoncluded ·to resign ourselves to this fact:
·that my place in heaven was quot homlnes tot aententiae.
assured, but his talk about wthe
Yours sincerely,
two-headed monster of philosophJohn F. Makowski
ical dichotomy" and "philosoph-

Raising Some. flue•tion,s
ture, and black sociology" into
Sir:
Opinions ~pressed in your our curriculum is alarming.
May article concerning the "Black Would such a move imply the
Manifesto" reveal notev.•ortby dis- .divestment of the merits of certain
crepancies_ ~ar?-t:,1.~ristic of our cur- prominent poets and scientists and
their subsequent relegation to farDe
rent civil rights problem.
in only that segment or the coml cite t.V.;o 'statements from the munity from which they origiarticle in particular. "Fifteen dolnated? Does a "black psychollars for every black brother and ogy" establish what many bigots
sister in the United States is only
have Jong espoused: that there are
the beginning of the reparations basic distinctions between white
d•.ie us as a people who have been and black behav1oral patterns that
exploited, degraded, brutalized, prevent the two groups from li\·ing
killed, and persecuted." Then. in rapport?
regarding the Black Studies proSuch maneuvers constitute a
gram at Xavier: "I feel these
segregation,
a discrimination of
courses were an attempt lo ap·
pease us." J believe that these tv.·o the purest form. \\lb.at hope would
o,;tatements viewed in sequence there be for a people who have
make my point. This individual been theoretically free since 1863
indeed resents the paternalims that if. moves are made to destroy any
that has been shown his people. promise left them in the de. jure
Thus, with the latter statement., be academic realm where the minds
refutes his argument for the "Man· of all men are stimulated to praciiesto" which, similarly, would tical de facto solutions?
prove only " ... only a beginThus I contend it is safe to proning of the reparations due . . . " ject that the fate of the-"M.anifesto"
Thus is indicated the transient sat- on a macro level would be that
is£action wrought by programs of of what has been tested on a micro
this type.
scale in this University.
Truly yours,
The prospect of the introduction
of "black psychology, black literaMark Meany, '70
0
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Gentlemen:
SPIT! or whatever other fourletter word that guy in Eden Park
was hung up on. SPIT! SPIT!
SPIT! (I'm starting out like this
because my teen-lige advisory
board tells me you have to interlard your rhetoric with four-letter
words to get attention. )
l've been reading "Emptines5
and Frustration Cause of Unrest"
written by Franklin G. Polk,
Xavier-Harvard Law School
Graduate, who is presently lega)
counsel for the House Judiciary
Committee, published on page
three of your issue of 5/9/69.
Someone should poke J\1.r. Polk
right up his pomposity.Somewhere
in his frantic struggle to grow up
he has completely lost sight of the
fact that some competent people
have preceeded him. Even the Messiah admitted that some of the
early prophets made sense.
, Like a brainless computer he
reports that men like me hire our
assistants like we buy typewriters
or copy machines. We don't. I refuse to natter Mr. Polit by quoting
any of his words or phrases, because I think he has already done
harm enough when he was publisbed in the pages of the Xavier
News.But., obviously he has never
been hired or trained by anyone
like me.
Without uoti
Polit I think
qhi ngt H h th
I can qu ote s quo e. e as e
effrontery to agree with his "favorite scene ln 'The Graduate.-." Th"
..
.
is
concludes when The middle-aged
man 'confides, · 'l have one word
. . . . la ..._ , ,,
for you son - P 11'""11 ·
Mr. Polk, I have a cool million words _for my 11on, none of
them "plastic". A fair percentage
of them make senes to both ofu11.
Oddly enough through all· the
thorny terrain that Polk traverses
he comes at last in bi11 ftnal paragraph to the one word I -·would
Ule with my aon If lhad only one
left, and· that ill, "John, If everything elae goes down the drain,
don't worry too much If you've
managed to bold onto your

integrity. "

·

£ntend a• ..:ond clau m•tier October 4, l1U6, at the Poet
Oh.lo, under .tJ:ie A~_~ ~rd! 3, -.1 ~?~... .. . .. .. .
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of Columbia University, and ask
Dear Sir:
yourselves do they have any validThis h; both a belated and inity: "equRlly unreal (are the) stucomplete reply to some of the ideas
dent demands for changing the
expressed in an article printed in
world through the university. The
your newspaper of May 2, 1969,
only power the university has ...
ertitled
"Black Students Getis to. develop trained minds that
ting
Restless." The reply will
can deal with the world's prcblems
take the form of raising several
-a slow task that can only be
questions ... questions which hopeperformed in peace and quiet. .. "
fully will be discussed by Xavie[
I have only raised a few of
students: ( 1 ) \\7hy would any
faculty member definitely leave the the • many questions I have in
academic world for the business mind. I am willing to discuss these
world if college students acquired as· well as the ones I have just
too much say in deciding curricula raised with any Xavier student.
and selecting faculty members? (It Just·. drop by Schmidt 204 when
is not the purpose of this reply to -1 am there. Thank-you.
have every word or term fully amSincerely,
biguous, e.g., "too much say.");
Peter B. Webb,
(2) ls .Mr. Ken Blackwell aware
Assistant Professor
that Bla_ck Colleges in the South
are being raided by Northern Uuiversities for Black teachers to assist the latter (the Northern UniEditorversities) in establishing AfroAmerican studies programs; and,
My younger brother is home
as a result, the former {the South- on le.Jlve after completion of his
ern Black Colleges) are suffering infantry training with the Marines.
from a loss of personnel, etc. ?)(3) Someone (wearing mostly blac~_)
Should every University establish on camp_us commented 'the other.
an Afro-American Studies pro-. day•-"- noticmg'bis Marlne;haireut ·
gram, i.e., is there no-benefit for and 1 my relatively long hair: '"He'
specialization anymore? (If a stu- fights for freedom, you live it."
dent wishes to concentrate in Latin
It was a typical dichotomy.
American studies he cannot pick Freedom determined by power,. by
just any college. Is there no argu- land conquered and controlled1..
ment for a few excellent pr~~ And on, and on, a·nii' on. . · ' •
grams, and not· ma-ny; ma,,Y in.S~cb.a shame! .•:
i'.
ferior ones whose sole purpose is
to keep students - both Black
Jerry Huhn, '69
stude t nd th . hit
'7'
n sa
eir w . e suppo~ters . , , 0
• 0.
•
- happy and peaceful?); (4) Since
Negro community
(lllte
the
Xavier) lies i th . h rt 0 f · th
·
D@ 8 8 •9
n e ea
ano er
Zorba the Greek said somethlrig
community, i.e., greater Cincinnati
with all its white suburbs, do'es not to the effect that you must have a
the Black Community (using Mr. little niadne111 if you are to survive
Blackwell's argument) owe some- llfi One wonders If there Isn't a
thing to the' ·greater · Clncinnatl little truth ln that. Why elae spend
area?; (5) Are Xavier u'ndergrad- most of your summer in a plaee
uates· aware..ol bow niuch ·xavier like"· Mlllvale? What ill life If not
serves the greater' Cincilnnatl area something to be apent? What is
.and beyond? With 'Its large MBA it lf it'• aaved?
program . it a111l1ta private lnMlllvale bu nothing to do with
dustry; lt1 Ma1ter'ii program In qualnt wooden mW. nor verdant .
ho11pltal ·adminlatratlon Is one of valea. A makeshift federal housing
the few in the country - 1tudent1 complex It ls crawling with klda.
from many other states are en. Kids all over the place. Hundred•
rolled In this program - and such ll of w,astlng' klda. The Millvale
.program serve1 the health needs ~f Study Hall Project Is a response
many American&; and (6) Xavier -to thia zoo. You oughttoknowthls:
students please mull over these the people of Millvale are simply
words of. ~r. J!ll'qlll;s ~!lrZUlfl,
. · ·· ·'(Coi1tb111eil «hi -page 6)
.
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.·r~V.•. h'.~·e: :tJe~iare~t·on
in turn are encouraged to seek out
Over the last few months, the
qualified Jesuits for the apostolates
Chicago Province of the Society of
which they serve.
Jesus has been a long, serious
reappraisal of their ministries and
SPIRITUAL RENEWAL
commitments. Throughout the deThe Congress considers the inbate, the community divided along
two lines, one that saw the com- dividual Jesuit and communities
mitments to be mor17 specifically of Jesuits as the key to the renewal
spiritual, and another with a more of our· ministries. Therefore, conactivist bent. The following state- cerned by the divisive tensions
ment is the result of that study. Ed. among the members of the Province, the Congress emphasizes
PREAMBLE
that only insofar as all Jesuits
· Responding to the felt needs of possess the same fundamental
the Jesuits of the Chicago Provin<;e values and a shared vision emfor spiritual and apostolic renewal bodied in a common life of apostolic service lo Christ in the Church
iri order to meet more effectively
the needs of the Church and the can there be trueJesuitcommunity.
pressing social problems of our To recapture the essentials of this
day, . the delegates to the second shared vision, despite external difsession of the Province Congress ferences and diverse theological
on The Better Choice and Pro- views, the Congress unanimously
motion of Ministries, recommend recommends that the whole Proimmediate and far -reaching vim:'e undertake a program of
~hanges in the directions of our spiritual renewal and that this pro~
works, both old and new. Our gram be given top-priority in the
desire has ,been to provide for. a · Province's concern during the next
greater apostolic effectiveness of five years.
inCUvidual Jesuits and Jesuit communities, to improve existing apos- CRITERIA FOR MANPOWER
tolates, to initiate well-conceived PRIORITIES
experimental programs and minisIgnatlan detachment and comtrfos, -to create new apostolates that mitment to the g re ate r good
demand that the Province remain
·respond to new needs.
·
Accordingly, we have agreed to flexible enough to take on .new·
restore to its rightful primacy the apostolates and modify present
Ignatian practi~ of "spiritual gov- ones, and that it be willing to alter
ernance" ( cura personalis) as the its relationship to established ..cornormatlve relationship between the porate apostolates.
superior and the individual Jesu.it.
-The prime and ordinary responIn this way, we seek not only tO sibility for procuring manpower
increase the opportunity for per- for any approved apostolic activity
, sonal initiative In the selection of belongs to the men currently enministrles but also to allow greater gaged in that activjty. The burden
fia.:ibility in the relationship be- -- of proof fpr e~ablishingthegreater
tween the Individual and his com- · apostolic desirability of a given
munlty, ·between the Jesuit com- work rests on those involved in it.
munlties and the institutions they Since new ideas, however, are hard
serye, and between the communities even for ·their origlna~ors t~ foran.d .the Provincial.
mulate adequately and explain in
Cognizant, however, of the detail, a certain latitude or mltllimited manpower and resources gallon of this. "burden of proof" is
available, they agree that men be to be allowed genuinely new aposallocated to ministries· by a process tolates or mofes of apostolic action.
of attraction, f.e., that individuals This ls not to be understood, howbe encouraged, within the spectrum ever, as a dispensation from such
of apostolates enunciated by....thls proof.
It remains the basic and sub·Congress, to manifest to the Pro. vince their desire for a particular stantlal responsibility of both
ministry.. The Jesuit communities. Jesuits and laymen involved In

Apos talates

· Pa11Thr11

·

I\

l

·

any activity, new or old, to come assistants and some of the present young and old, in preparing to
to a decision In conjunction with duties and obligations of the office assume their responsibility for crethe Provincial to continue or dis- of Provincial should be delegated ative and innovative approaches
continue Jesuit participation inthat to others.
to their apostolates, the Congress
activity. The Provincial from his
Existing university commun- strongly indorses the appointment
overview of all the Province apos- ities, looking forward to separate of men with true personal concern
tolic needs unifies the fulfilling of legal incorporation, should have and expertise to aid them in assessthese needs.
superiors to whom has been dele- ing their talents and limitations
gated the total responsibility forthe and to oversee programs to proCRITERIA FOR THE
.Jesuit community qua community. mote their apostolic effectiveness.
ALLOCATION OF FUNDS
The present need in the high school
The prime and ordinary respon- communities is to have a superior, SOCIAL APOSTOLATE
sibility for financing projects be- distinct from the head to the inIn approving proposals for the
' longs to those involved in the stitution. For both the university greater effectiveness of both new
projects. In extraordinary circum- and high school communities, the and already existing apostolates,
stances, if there is a need and· the superior. should have the personal the Congress gives a new and
request is based. on a carefi.illy ability. and the time to devote him- major emphasis to the need for the
. developed budget, the Provi.Ticial self primarily to the spiritual gov- Province to engage in socil,d rewill aid the project from Province ernance of the community. The newal in the areas of poverty and
funds. A Province Developinerit communities should, with Provin- racial prejudice - especially to the
Office will be established, whose cial consultation and approval, black poor. Specifically, it calls
function will be primarily to guide exercise autonomy in the use of upon Jesuits to use existing instiand direct the men workinginthese their budget and the ordering of tutions as a base and resource for
projects to sources of money, and their style of life, with due con- responding directly and indirectly
secondarily to seek funds itself. sideration given to the practice of to the needs of the poor. It appoverty.
proves the formation of teams to
JESUIT LIFE STYLE
live among and listen to the poor,
With the. changing relation of PREPARATION OF JESUITS
while continuing to work full time
our Jesuit communities to the in- FOR MINISTRIES
in their present apostolates. It ls
stitutions they serve, we must face
In considering and approving expected that these teams will find
anew the problems involved in our proposals for the greater effective- new ways for using our existing
community living. We'mustrevital- ness of both new and alreadyexist- institutions in ·their: ·apostolate to
ize our community life style and ing apostolates, the Congress the poor. It is al~o expected that·
processes so that the community be repeatedly approved plans calling these teams will develop still other
an attractive and spiritual place to for the participation of men in possibilities for corporate service
live as well as a cohesive force in training in these works as a means of the poor. Finally, approval is
the institution it serves. This wit- to achieve: ( 1) ·more practical and given to the for~atlon of a few
ness of a dynamic and productive · professional preparation than here- teams, living among the poor, to
comm unity ls absolutely essential tofore of these men for future apos- create new direct social action proif we wish to attract and recruit tolates; ( 2) earlier ·and greater grams maximizing the participacandidates to the Society. Accord- familiarity of individuals with var- tion of the poor in responding to
ingly, it follows· that each Jesuit lous ·apostolates to facilitate ap- the needs expresse~. by the poor
should feel a dee1f'resporislbllity to praisal of their capabilities and themselves.
make a personal contribution not preferences in selecting future work
only to the institution in which he in ministries; ( 3) an effective way INTERNATIONAL
works, but also to the community of supplementing the manpower in APOSTOLATES.
in which he lives. Mutual personal current apostolates.
The Congress delegates strongly
regard and open community diaThese objectives as redefined reaffirm their commitment to the
logue under the guidance of a and embodied in the plan for the corporate apostolate of their colsuperior who devotes himself pri- Bellarmlne School of Theology as leagues working in Nepal, Patna,
marily to the growth of individual a theological and pastoral center and Peru. They encourage shortand community ljfe through are given strong endorsement. term as well as l~mg1~r.m commitspiritual governance are essential. These same objectives urge a train- ments to these. ana ·other internaing program for the brothers whlcl:. tional apostolates in view of the
GOVERNMENT
nature of our Jesulfvocatlon.
reflects their broadened role.
The essential task of the ProFurthemore, the changing needs
THE CHICAGO PROVINCE
vincial is to formulate apostolic of the Church and of the Society
CONGRESS
policy on the basis or his spiritual call for programs which will offer
Regis Hall
governance of.his men. To enable opportunities to all Jesuits for proWadsworth, Illinois
him to do this, his administrative , feislonal, theological, and pastoral
April 5, ·1969
workload should be shared with renewal. In order to assist Jesuits,

President Congratulates ROTC Award Winners
'J'he following statement by the
Very .Rev. lbul L. O'Connor, S:J.,
President, Xavier University, Cincinnati, OQiO, was madeintheform
of a. speech highlighting the annual
President's Review (Reserve Officer
Training Corps) Friday, May 9,
at the Xavier University Field,.

accrue to you by remaining in the
Corps. We intend to give'the Milltary · Department the same wholehearted support as in the past so
that they can keep the program as
effective as it hae been in the past
33 years providing officers for our
armed forces. Hundreds of Xavferho~e.
tralned officers have served in
World War II, in the Korean ConAt the time, 51 awards earned Oict, and today are deployed
dlJ:riTll! th'! past year atXavierwere . around the .world where their pre. prese,nted, fo ~OTC, ca,~ets in col'!r-. · sence ls needed in the defense of
fu{ - 'cerempnfes. Approx_imately, · human frl!t?dom. We are proud
J,100 cadets make up Xavier's_,. ofthem.
Corps.

study of man and all of his aspects,
his capacity for love and for violence, his desire to rule and his
willingness to serve, his passion to
know. None of them loved war,
but all or them knew man well
e~ough to reallze that the freedom
that they enjoyed to pursue their
work was dependent upon their
ability to defend their right to do
so. Others attack the ROTC program because they hate violence
and· they assume that it ls violence
that the Professor,·of Military
Science is teaching to young and
impressionable lives. This course
We belleve that Xavier is espec- does not teach violence, it teaches·
~ "'.ls~ to co~~ratulat~ ~~e, !ally; fortunate to have this unit the control· •of violence, and the
cadets; their officers and teachers,. which provides an.extra dimension· restraint of force. It shows you the
. and their p~rerits for the achieve. in career .0P,p9J1unltles to, our stu• relationship between the ci'villan
ment that ls represented. by the dent body. .
.
and the military authority in our
awards given here a few moments ·
democratic government and the
ago. But, I want alao to ·expres~ .
Xavier University ls an instltu- responsibilities of .cltizenahlp ,In. a
my admiration for every member tlon oi .commitment8. Love of c nation ·dedicated to Its Chrietlan
of this ~det corps for the per90nal tion of commitments. Love of origina, to the .~J~: of".~~·~.
dl9clpllne shown by your faithful C09Mry , 19 phllosophlcally and dlvi~ual.. Our ·strong ~~~clltio.n o(
a~erence to the programs and theo~~y right according to the primacy of dvll~a'1 over :m~~
rules that the Corps baa ~ ~ •. ~vier • eonunltmenta. America tary authority baa always Min
you. In today'• blhMI nllt'
~ ·a.aa1 the natloM of reapeeted ht,tbe United ...._ •IMI
many yOUl'lfr people t!)WaN • ~ -~' worfCI Joclay 89 the aymbol of it has been maintained
llltlc ethic of no rules; ao·lawe, ~; Hlitali ...... beeauae lt ha• .al- military pc)wer.hu-.. ....... ·
liah'alnta, no aelfreapect,youatand ways llnllPd to.,Jreep alive for or because the force It repiae.il8
out u a group of youllf inen who all men lt9huitqeof~tutlonal has been looked upon anvll ltMlf,
can carry through a commitment. freedom P,lantect on tbla soil nearly but because It baa been undentood
When you came. to Xavier you two ~ years ago.
and wiaely adllllnlMered. We have
ac:cepted the fact that you wouW'
placed a heavy relfance on the
~ required to take two years of
Today, a9 all of you well know, citizen aoldlet rather than the
ROTC. You have honored that ROTC ·studies In our ·colleges are trained profeHlonal, and this has
commitment.
under. attack. Some'. of .these at- been the very cornerstone of the
tackers claim that MWtary Sclenee
Next year, aa you ·know, after should not be Included In the Ame.rlcan philosophy of the proper
long and careful study by an all Liberal Arts curriculum on the relationship · between clvlllan and
University committee, membership basis that ft fa not hu'inanlstlc. But - mliltary authority In the United
In the mllltary classes will be op- they asslgri to that word ... human- States.·
tional';' I urge all ·of you who are istjc'; very riarrow limits. Back-In.
The comrrilsslonlng· of gradueligible to giye ,seriQus. consider- history .the first humanists were ates from colleges like Xavier, men
at\on to the -advantages that may those who found excitement in the who· have learned to see life and

a. __..

aot·..._.

to see ft whole, Insures that the
Armed Forces will have in their
ranks men who will reject a narrow view of the role of the professional so 1d fer In American
society and will resist any tendency of the Officer Corps to draw
off and sever Itself from the community It serves. It is not, then,
killing that the ROTC st u dent
learns, but the heavy responsibilities of freedom.

'freedoms In today's world - and
I am totally convinced that It does
- then I want that shield to be
made up of men like you - men
trained in the love and the fear
of God - men trained to understand the essential meaning of life
- men taught the real meaning of
brotherhood - men convinced that·
personal discipline Is the beginning
of the proce.ss tha'I will cure
society's llls. .

If AmerlCa needs a military
shield to preserveherconstitutional

Very Rev. Paul L. O'Connor, S.J.
President, Xavier University

H ens 0 n (Continued from page

8)

petuatlng, or transforming the rest, and if people
are looking: for real change, they hcive to lobk i
here first. Yet the main interest of ~ducation in
the past has been in the preservation and even
the petrification of the morals and monAers of
a society bound toward denial of the Individual.

11 '

l 1 II

And aa, we need change. lhis is nothing new. ·
But to admit it, and then to study what It meana,
brtnga ua Into atrange and perpl.dng ft.Id. You
find ·yourself, aiding with· people with.Vt tfte. intellectuof rigor to aee the concrete ...,. that ..
have to be talcen, and you find youraeff woncler- ·
Ing whether you may soon find yourself flthtiftt
those you now fl..d as friends. Th•wholetangletl,
shapelesa baH la .knotting just too fcist. We know
we don't like it here, but we aren't sure where
it 11 we want to go or the atep1 we need to get
there. I am not enough of a critic yet to be able
to give cl~ar answers to these, but I know we
have little· time and small 'hope of real help.
But we have to look forward to the society that
cares more about the obsc~nlty· in the de·ath ·of
a child than thot of a f~ur-letter Word. I' con say
no more than this ..

.. ...

·-·-

--------,
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XAVIER UNIVERSfn, CINCINNATI, OHIO, FRIDAY, . MAY. -16, 1989...
I I l I.fl
1969 XAVIER UNIVERSITY FOOTBALL SCHEDULE
DAY
SAT.
SAT.
SAT.
SAT.
SAT.
SAT.
SAT.
SAT.
.SAT.
SAT.

DATE
SEPTEMBER
SEPTEMBER
SEPTEl\IBER
OCTOBER
OCTOBER
OCTOBER
NOVE.\lBER
NOVEMBER
NOVEl\fBER
NOVEMBER

13
20
27
4
11

25
1
15
22
29

SITE
OXFORD, OHIO
BUFFAI,O, NEW YORK
XAVIER STADIUM
NIPPERT STADIUM
ATHENS, OHIO
XAVIER STADIUM
DAYTON, OHIO
XAVIER STADIUM
XAVIER STADIUM
E'.L PASO, TEXAS

OPPONENT
MIAMI (OHIO)
BUFFALO
KENT STATE
CINCINNATI
OHIO UNIVE~SI'fY
VILLANOVA
DAYTON
QUANTICO MARINES
TOLEDO
TEXAS WESTERN

TIME
1"30 p.m. (EDT)
1:30 p.m. (EDT)
8:00 p.m. (EDT)
8:00 p.m. (EDT)
1:30 p.m. (EDT)
1"30 p.m. (EDT)
1"30 p.m. (EST)
1"30 p.m. (EST)
1:30 p.m. (EST)
1"30 p.m. (MST)

1969-70 XAVIER UNIVERSITY SCHEDULE
OPPONENT
THOMAS MORE COLLEGE
ST. JOSEPH (PA.) COLLEGE
ST. BONAVENTURE UNIVERSITY
HAi'lOVER COLLEGE

DECEMBER 19
DECEMBER 20

THE MARSHALL UNIVERSITY INVITATIONAL
MARSHALL UNIVERSITY, NEW YORK UNIVERSITY, UNIVERSITY OF·.
OKLAHOMA, and XAVl~R UNIVERSITY at HU,~TINGTON, WEST VA...

DECEMBER23
JANUARY
3
JANUARY
7
JANUARY 10
JANUARY. 12
JANUARY 17
JANUARY 24
JANUARY 26
JANUARY_ 31
FEBRUARY 4
FEBRUARY 7
FEBRUARY 9
FEBRUARY 14
FEBRUARY 17
FEBRUARY 21
FEBRUARY 23
FEBRUARY 25
MARCH
4

NIAGARA UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY of DAYTON
DePAUL UNIVERSITY
AIR FORCE ACADEMY
TEXAS CHRISTIAN UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF DETROIT
MARQUETTE UNIVERSITY
NORTHERN ILLINOIS UNVERSITY
UNIVERSITY of DETROIT
UNIVERSITY of DAYTON
BELLARMINE COLLEGE
CAi'lISIUS COLLEGE
VILLANOVA UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY of CINCINNATI
MIAMI { 0.) UNIVERSITY
MARQUETTE UNIVERSITY
DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
MIAMI (0.) UNIVERSITY

.

.

Lu A11Jaits Oiiers·
By JOHN PlllCE

The bargaining sessions are
underway 8.l! the Cincinnati Royals

have Joined theJeraey City {former
Minnesota) Pipers in the bidding
for the eervices of Xavier center
Luther Rackley.
On May 7th the Royals ~afted
the big man "tliey were seeking as
they made Lu their third round
selection in the completion of the
NBA draft....
•I was ;~al happy to be picked
by the Royals in the third round
because I was getting a little worried," grinned big Lu.
"I tallt~::fo lot of people who
said they..were going to draft me
in the flrst or second round but
something must have fouled them
up."

-a

Lu is right in the trend of all
college athletes today as be has
employed his lawyer to 8ct as his
negotiator.
• He is the same lawyer who
negotiated Herm Gilliam'• contract, but he's not going to tell me
how much Gilliam got,• said Lu.
•I have a pretty good idea of
how much he got though,• Lu
added.
It's just a matter of time as all
sides wait out the tedious contract
debates. No one is waiting more
anxiously than Luther Rackley.

SITE
XAVIER FIELDHOUSE
PHILADELPHIA, PA { PALESTRA)
OLEAN, N.Y.
XAVIER FIELDHOUSE

DATE
DECEl\IBER. 1
DECEMBER 6
DECEl\IBER 8
DECE.MBER 12

XAVIER FIELDHOUSE
XAVIER FIELDHOUSE
XAVIER FIELDHOUSE
COLORADO SPRINGS, COL.
FORT WORTH; TEXAS
XAVIER FIELDHOUSE
MILWAUKEE, WIS. (ARENA)
DeKALB, ILL.
DETROIT, MICHIGAN
DAYTON; OHIO
.
XAVIER FIELDHOUSE
XAVIER FIELDHOUSE
XAVIER. UNIVERSITY
CINCINNATI GARDENS
OXFORD, OHIO
XAVIER FIELDHOUSE
PITTSBURGH, PA. (CIVIC ARENA)
XAVIER FIELDHOUSE

W-A-N-T-E-D

With the Pipers having just
moved outside of New York, the
choice of NBA or ABA has been
made even harder for the native
of Troy.
"I've talked to both sides and
the decision is going to take a little
while," said the 6' 10" center.
"Jersey City is only two hours
from my home, but I have a lot
to gain by staying in Cincinnati."
"I have to complete only a few
more hours to get my degree and
I could do that here. I have a lot of
job opportunities open to me in
the off season here too. "
The Boston Celtics were probably just as disappointed in not
getting Lu as the Royals were
happy to get him.
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In answer to report.I that Boston
General Manager Red Auerbach
threw hie notes into the air in disgust wtien tbe_name "Raddey" was
announced by tbe Koyala, Lu 1aid:

- • It would be sre.t to play for
Ille Cella bet there would be a lot
of prellRl'e Ola me ell lhe ."81e by
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. ; EXP~mENCE 'NOT NECESSARY JN·EDUCA-1
TIONAL FtElD. AU . APfttJCANfS ·ENIOUED
IN EXECUTIVE MANAGEMENT TRAINING .
.COURSE· IN, BRANO IDENTfftCAJION ANO.
SALES PROMOTIONAL WOM. MUST BE

new_..

,..,.... for a elaampionahlpteam. •
1be Mdition al
Bob
eomy to 1be ~· iam.ny wui ·
be a ••Jo.r fador illllaendng
l.utber'1 dedAan.
•couy ..._ a ftle kvor to
tbe i*dd'• • Lu joldnsly ie mark9". "He'1 soins to IN Giii el
. . bellt coam. Ill ............
I lmew be-~ help me a IOt. •

i ·

AG~ISJVE AND MAKE ExCEUENT APPEAR~
ANCE~. WE ALSO·OFFE~JPMMER WOIK FOR
·.sw
.....e....115·• ·..· ..
1v111;n
,. .
.
.,
1

T@••I•
The Xtvler tennis team ftniabed
the regular seaaon last week with
a victory over Wllniington College
9-0. The win gave t}¥! Muskie netters their best season {~) since
1955.
Coach Brockhoff ~nd bis tennis
team are to be. commended o~
. .
; : . ~IONEERIN~ NO PRIEST.L>\ND u. $.A.; .
.. 1heir· nne 'sb·owinir of this Spring.· - - - ·._._._,._._.·_·....
· -_.._._._..._.. __;_,_ _.;._ __;,_....:,:....._..___ _ _
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FOR APPOINTMENT CALL MR. -BLOCK BE-

TWEEN 9A.M. AND2 ~.M.ONLY.·

62.1-5330
62:1-5331

....... W•A-N ...:T•E·D·>
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·Miami Romps

SUMMER SlUD.ENTS
OXFORD APARTMENTS

. By JOHN. PRICE, Nen Auoc. Sports FAlltor

By BRAD RIDER

Summer Rates. Now Renting For June, July,
August also Fall Semester. Furnished and
Unfurnished.

The Miami Redskins avenged
The Muskies could manage just
an early season loss by eruptions three hits, singles by Shepard, Dan
for eight runs in the fourth inning Ruehlman, and O'Brien, off the
enroute to an easy 8-1 victory servings of Jim Fannin and Bill
over the hapless Xavier Muske- Paul.
teers.
O'Brien who finished up the
Starting Muskie pitcher John fateful fourth hurled the final five
Petersen got
to a shaky begin- and two-thirds inning for the
ning by surrendering doubles in Muskies.
the first and second innings, but a
would-be Miami score was cut
down in the opening frame by a
strong throw from left-fielder
George Scannell.

· Aided by an assortment of wild
pitches, walks, and errors, the
Thunderlrig Herd of Marshall University topped the Xavier baseballers 4-1. Pitcher Dale Mutyrn
( o4) started the game for the
Muskies and in his seven and one-·
half tenure fanned threeand walked
six batters but was tagged with two
wild pitches. In the top of the eighth
inning, Vince Salinas relieved
Mutyrn and bailed the Muskie's
out of a basses loaded with one
Petersen retired the Redskins in
out dilemma. Rod May ( 2-1 ) pickorder in the third and appeared to
ed up the win for Marshall and in·
be settling down when the roof
his nine innings atop the mound, fell In during the fourth inning.
struck out three batters, walked
five, and was credited with one
The Redskins. loaded the bases
wild pitch.
with no one out, and before Vince
Marshall took the initiative· in Salin!ls and Spike O'Brien could
the scoring department by crossing retire the side, eight Miami runners had crossed the plate.
the plate twice in. the first' inning.
Xavier scored in the sixth inning
The Muskies countered with
as Stenger walked, stole second,
thelr loan tally In the bottom of
grabbed third on a wild pitch, and
was sent home on a hit by Dan the fourth, when Mick Tensing
Buehlman. The inning came to an reached on an error, mQved to
end as Buehlman tried to stretch . second on Gary Shepard's single,
his single into a doulbe but was . and scored on an overthrow of
Tom ME!rshman'slnfleldgrounder.
out at second on a very comroverslal play.

Air Conditioned, Parking, Disposal, Washers
and Dryers.

off

Salle rs
·Ft•lsh
Third
"Fare thee well mateys."
This was X U Sailing Club
Commodore, Bill Wyckoff's last
instruction to the Xavier mariners
for the Third Annual Steven A.
Schultz Junior Memorial Regatta
held May 3 and 4. And Xavier
sailors did just this, finishing third
in a field of six, only four points
behind second placer Wright
State and many points ahead of
the Bearcats who were able to capture fourth place.
The Inconsistency of the weather 'affected the Muskies who .
either finished well ahead of U. C.
Ohio U., Ohio State, Toledo U.,
Ohio Wesleyan, and Wright State,
or in the rear of the pack. Many
times during the long hot day, "A"
skipper Chris_ Coffing managed to
out-maneuver the other F.J.'s, taking a first, two seconds, two thirds,
a fourth and a sixth with the help
of Charlie Dahlenburg as crew.
Skipper Bill Wyckoff and. crew
Joe Malott or Lenny Duke finished in the number one position
in .two successive races besides fiilishlng second, third, fo~rth; and
;sixth in the "B" races. The seventh
'~'B" race was skippered by Tom
Balaban who finished Mh.
Ed Wasko was Tom's able crew.
All told, the X. U. Salli118, ~~ub
ihacl Cl'llt• an eventful day: Every
!....-,er nOt aallln11 wa1 laul)' n.-

(1111. ~.... '.w~rldllg on.~ .~,i •
k...... ICO" WCll'kinll oil . . .,.
fteW CamsnlMm Boat, orentert.Jn·

............ wtalclt lndulllcl ~:.
va.ltlDI UllOl'I plUI ~ 'Xa,W.
audlenoe fi.!Jin M . . fUll,
: The next . . . . . for a. Muekle1 will .he
Nrirthw..... Ulllvenlty Oil May 17 and Ida. .. ~ ·

Pa11 Five

See Jerry Greeley,. Apartment 8
1005 Dana Ave. or Phone 961-6884

IM
Notes

In the weightlifting contest,
Mark Hinchy won the 130 lb.
division. Pete Tampone was the
winner in 143 class. Jim Lechner
took the .honors In the 164 bracket.
The 179 winner was Rob Kirkner.
John Wysong was victorious in
the 193 class. The heavyweight
champion was Dale Marunski.
Jon McCormack won the intramural tourney. P~t McCafferty fin!shed second. Dave · Ehler was
third.
The archery tournament was
won by Bob Kress.. Ed Wasko.
was runner-up, while Dale Maruft;.
ski finished third.

GUARANTEED JOBSi ABRO.\D! Ge pai~, travel, ~ee~ people,
·SUMMER and YEA!! ROUND. 20 ~untries, 9 paymg ~ob c~te·
"gories offered. For FREE culturald>rogram ~lt~rature mcluding
details and applications, write: 'H°STC· adm1ss1ons, 866 United
Nations Plaza New York, N.Y. A Non-Profit Student Mem.
Diza ion.
·

MOONL-ITf;
GARDf;NS
CON•YISLAND
offers these attractions
for your dancing
and listening pleasure in 1969:
June 7 Frankie Brown Orchestra
June 14 Charlie Kehrer Orchestra & Len Mink
June 21 ..:_
Frankie Brown Orchestra
June 28-,
Frankie Brown Orchestra

•:

July 5 Charlie Kehrer Orchestra
July 12 Charlie Kehrer ·Orchestra
July 19 Frankie Brown Orchestra

_.;•

July 26 THE SANPPIPERS & Charlie ·Kehrer

A''......
'--.:f ·2 -.
. :Chaf~~_,·;.~~tuei:. Orcheltra

.

·': Spring will be a little
great this year ... with
A·l Bells. A·l action
'man.Bells, the casual
· jean .with. the wide
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.. ..'"'" ...50 .. $10.00
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tM .. Dn,t_ l~. Jim ~
dc>wbled to ]1tart tile same. He went
to tblnl oa a fty by MUie Putura;
He then ICWed on a long fty ball
to right tllat wa1 hit by Hank
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Chvlle Kehrer. Ordle:ltr•
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Aug.

30 CbirUe
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TEEN DANCES
EVERY TUESDAY
STARTING JUNE 17

Glover.
.
. Xavier u well as UC oould
not do much after the first Inning. Bruce Rable scattered four Muskie
hits the rest ·of the way.. Eight
more_ Bearcat hits were given up
off of ·Ron Drapp, Jerry Green

~ :, :j :; ..'., '· :~ ' . ;;;~~!~~n Peters.o~ .I~ ~e la~t. elg~t
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Watch Newspapers
for Other. Attrac#ons
..... ··,.
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\NAACP boycott of
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Wrapping Things Up

Frank Leinhart
This is it; the end of my series
of Th & Pl, if not the conclusion.
I've enjoyed it. Too much at times,
perhaps, because looking back, I
have to admit that many of my
articles were written more for myself than for the ·News.' When I
started this column, I had hoped
to do a series of straight philosophical analyses on such esoteric
topics as the nature of consciousness. Gradually I tried to make my
articles more relevant, treating the ,
problem of contemporary revolu- : !
tion. Finally I more or less gave ·
up any long-range plan, and wrote
articles from week that I thought
might be enjoyaJ>le to read.
Writing a· coluinn is in many
ways similar. to carrying on·' a:
conversation. After one writes
article, he talks to his readers and
gets their reaction. This creates a
give-and-take relationship totally.·
outside the frame-work of a single
essay. When I began this column,
I was writing essays. Now I feel
as if I were involved in this conversation.
Still essays have a place in student publications. There should b~
some place around campus wher~

an. .

the
Hud-•------......;-......;......;_ _...;.+---+-~~~-, ! ! ' ·
epohl Beer, the News
"this one Is· 1reat!'~. r...
Editorinl noard chose
"Shirl' is c1ptiYatin1!"
"Utterly Delightful"! l
··~~ ...
not to run.its usuaL
-S!Ht, ,.., 1-S
-Catllelk • """"""~
lfudepho.1 ad.
training ... you can
actually earn while
you learn. For complete details, write.
or call:

If you want to Why net Cutco?
Many students are
demonstrate ••• getting
paid for
their spare time ...
making $50 or
more a week.
You operate.~n a
flexible schedule
that will not conflict
with your study
time.:lfyou have
use of a car,.we can

offer on-the~Job

Nl/Bt ~~ifl.

SEATS AYAILABlE/BDX DFFICE/All PERFORMANCES (!] <®. ?

CDIE CAROUSEL ~~~·a

/

8000 READING RD . OPP. CARROIJSEL "10TEL

.-

Party/G•oup Diuaur.11 "'"""fay' iicuffman 761-1270

,:

, •

_ _ _w_..,,.-.._....~-,·--•u.N:..-r.a~·-~j:tf

Mr. Rmert Osborne
5107 H1w1liln T1rr1c1
c1nc1n1111t1. Ohlo45223
541•6243

Cutco is a division
of Wear-Ever
Aluminum, Inc.
An equal oppor-

cu·p THIS ADVERTISEMENT.
It is good for a 10%
DISCOUNT ON ALL
. PURCHASES•

. tunity company.

. ;
~

WEAR· EVER ·mAL.cCX
,NEEDED
MANAGER FOR OXFORD APTS.
To Start June 1st.

. OPEN 24 HOURS 7 DAYS' A WEEK

MARRIED SENIORS ONLY APPtY

4364 READING ROAD

Call Mr. Bose

FOR CARRY-OUT ORDERS

231-2844

CALL 242-4695
CHARBROl.LED MEAT

•======================~=~=========-:;;;:--~~iii;iii;;ii-==-;:;;:===-.

students could
have a chance
to
crystallize
their thoughts
- be they
philosophical, literary, or scientific.
Essays done within the academic
structure are written basically to
please a professor, not to develop
the student's own insights. The
Athenaeum could serve this purpose, although Its present format
centers almost exclusively on
poems and prose sketches.
Finally, since this article ls a
hodge-podge of odds and ends, I'd
like to clarify my stand on ROTC.
I've attac~ed it s~undly In the past,
and have been soundly criticized bl
tum. The alni of ROTC and those
of the university have nothing in
common. But ·it's been firmly entrenched at XU for so long that
there's little practical hope of removing it.
The rationale behind ROTC, of"
course, Is that only an ROTC program could field a citizen army.
Granting the importanceofacltizen
army, I think that both the draft
·and the ROTC programs are inadequate to accomplish this end';
the upper hierarchy of command ·
is left firmly in the hands of career
professionals. A true citizen's army
would be one in which leaders in
the fields of business, education,
.and science ·were given commissions as brigadier and major generals. So what if great numbers of
civilians are drawn Into the army
as privates and second lieutenants?
. None of them are in any position
to influence the course of military
policy, so the army might just as .
well be left entirely in professional
hands.
Well, that about wraps thin~s
·up. Peace;
(Contin11ed from page 2)
. amazing. Margaret Mead should·
make a thMty of. how the people
su&tain 1111! theN. · ·
If you wo•ld like to season
your 1ummer wltft a rich experience al tlte
aituatlon why .
not throw ·hl wtDa tbe lot of ua oa

·1
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IMlm.a·

s·u·MMER .IOBS
FOR STUDENTS
APPUCATIONS NOW BEING ACCEPTED
FOR SUMMER JOBS
WITH MAJOR NATIONAL CORPORATION
STUDENTS EIGHTEEN YEARS OF AGE AND OVER WANTED

MARKETING: SALES PROMOTION, AND ADVERTISING
TECHNIQUES DURING THE SUMMER.
HIGH LEVEL EXECUTIVE. MANAGEMENT TRAINING
GIVEN TO QUALIFIED APPLICANTS.
SALARY Sl 15 PER .WEEK FOR THE FIRST THREE WEEKS ..
s1·40 'PER WEEK AND BONUSES STARTING FOURTH WEEK.

SCHOLARSHIPS

HIGH PAY
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what'• your IM•? Do you JU8t .
want to .... lli'eUnd with some ·

,

~

·win up to
S3,000.00 'in
·Scholarships.

Earn atleast, SJ ,500
for the summer; Many
students make S3',000
· and more. ·
'

TRAVEL

VACATION IN..
BERMUDA

Work anywhere in the.
U.S. or Canada.
Qualified· student.s
may work

.
Win an
·all-expense-paid·
holiday in
Bermuda for an
· entire week.. '

OVERSEAS
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BEST·· POSmONS .GOING -=AST: CALL TODAY ·FOR APPOINTMENTI
9:00 a.m.

theatudyhaUT
ijr . .

TO LEARN
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·
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2:00 p.M.
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black cm who'll live you a nan
· Ooy_ton, Ohio . . . .
. . ... 222- 126~
for your mOll8Y-?
Do you have uy lntereetathat
. MiddletoiWn, Ohio .
. ;
.. , .
424-3132
could grab adoleec:enta? If you do
l
H
k
·
and you're a little mad, why not
oulsvi e, Kentuc y
.... , . .
585-4477
Joint us? For-more Information
Lexington, Kentucky
255-7688
pick up a copy .of the Study Hall.
Columbus,· Ohio ·. .
. .
224-8862
Report In the S.C.C. (Studentsfor
Cleveland, Ohio . .
. .··
621-3290
Christian Community) office inthe
1
University ActlvltlesCenterorcall
Youngstown, Ohio .
. .
• -744-4559
Greg Haas ( 481.0583) - that is,
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,.
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.
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There··is··No··s·outh
Dakota
,
Richard Hague

I wish to thank at this point all those who have made this, my last
appearance as an undergraduate at Xavier in the X. U. News, possible.
I would like to thank most vehemently Budweiser beer, Hudepohl beer,
and Bic pens for contributing so generously their advertisements for
our publication. Without the ·staff of life, and that indespensable tool
useful in jottinb down aphorisms and the genius of instructors, I would
not be where I am today.
I would also like to thank all those responsible for what I, and reliable sources, term a capable and fulfilling education at Xavier. In
humility and deep thanks I offer this last poem, composed over four
years at ~avler, as a worthy nocturne at the dusk of my academic
career.
Late Lament For DeCourcy
Prufrock and the Derby

1
In Paterson, they busted Phyllis
and her cunnillngual girl,
not to William's knowledge
for it would have broken him,
but heedless,
shut them up in Bedlam, in Bedlam,
on the state grounds.
'From Paterson they westered,
out to Cincinnati,
the saviours, the mollifying militia,
wielding modern maces
against old dragons,
those famous limping Tories.

So fight ice with ice. Bribe them with a bottle of ice-cold
•
Coca-Cola. For Coke has the refreshing taste you never get
tired of~ That's why things go better with Coke, after Coke,
a.fter Coke.
.
Bottled under authority of The Coca~Cola pompany by:
The Coca-Cola Sottling Works Company, Cincinnati

2
No. C224042 my dear.
You are charged by
ossiferous Blye, bungholed,
who issued this
traffic citation tag that you
being operator of
on a certain street, to-wit
on or about the 12 day of Oct. 1967
at and in
··
or thereabouts the city of Cincinnati
County of Hamilton
the grand lawgiver and patriot ·
and state of Ohio
state of Ohio
thereby and hitherto did unlawfully
DRIVE WRONG WAY ON ( 1)
WAY STREET
at said place
contrary to and in
violation orate pro nobis miserere
of section 507-C
of the code of ordinacnes of the
city of CINCINNaTi

The Wasserman Test.

YES

1. Whenever he (she) is around does your mouth feel
like cotton; your heart beat faster; yQur palms sweat?
(If. you've been seeing a doctor for this please, dis·
regard the question.)

O

.

NO

··o

.. 1•. : •••

...

2. Does his {her) mother treat you like a "member of
the family"?

(If you are a member of the family, better put the
pencil down and think it over.)

3

Feudal, his rump· spread in vassalage
on the deck-chair,
. the lord overlooks his flock.
He thinks how wonderful his place,
his sambo making
hot sausage for the folk,
the little bastard dog afraid of the knife.
All is in its place,
let us all praise the lord.

D D

3. Do you trust your imagination?

(We do.· We're the only place in town that lets you
design
your
.
.
. , own diamond engagement ring.)
..
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In the name of the father
. blackfriars we all,
.in usury unexcelled, we buil<;l our
tower for ourselves.
Ths'.t some complaih is of rio - :
Importance, ~ ~ .
.. · .1~
we praise the lord, i
keep the commandments,
guide the poor, in loco parentis
weighing heavily
ori us, as all true crosses must.

4. Have you cheated? ·

(On this test, that is.)

D
:

~··...

·•.

....

.. ......

' . . . . . •· ,.,.~ 11,1

5·
Andy Warhol,
look at what you haven't done.
If Viva had only stripped,
and the spirit descended upon us all,
sending us to the far lands,
spreading the divine and profane
commingled, ·
in a large transubstantiation,
the mysUc riddle.
Genunect, my lovers.
Kiss heels,
be customary, wear clothes
for this is all ye
need to know:
snafu,
snafu,

- '., .. ..shantlh.
. . . .. . .
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SC:ore yourseif ~fi~~ ·p~int;, fo~· ~ach yes or no ~nswer. A
tally of 20. pQints or less qualifies you for a trip through
Wasserman Jewelers.

'.'i·'

Wasserman Jewelers
605 Race Street
j

Cincinnati~

Ohio
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People have been asking me whether, if I
had the choice to make again, I would still become editor of the News. For a while, I was
giving a flat "no" each time, but just,lately
I've been rethinking my answer, for despite
the inherent triviality of much of the work, the
lack of cooperation from all but a few of the
staff members, and the time token away from·
study and friends, there were still some very
vital things I attached to the News, even at
the points where I found myself with little to say,
or with little personal commitment to what was
was going into the paper.
One important satisfaction was in being able
to hamper in o small way the efforts af social
chairmen and class presidents to make thi~ place
a playpen, while real issues, things with muscle
and meaning to ·them were pushing themselves
up. The University has been progressing while
they've been dancing, and it was a pleasure to
give them no more attention than they deserved.
Another important point has been my chance
to grow in this context. One of my commitments
is to writing, and most of the little I have learned
about the craft, I learned in this office, certainly
not in classes of English composition. The only
way to learn writing is to write, and in comp
courses, there is too little work done and too
little criticism of that work. But here I found the
demand for quantity, and under the eye of men
like T. L. Gravelle, the disciplines of self-criticism
and of careful structuring of argument and tone.
The principles came second-hand from Fr.
Save, but it was in this office that I first heard
them. What I learned of applying them to poetry
and fiction, I got from R. W. Duncan and Dick
Hague, but my roots were here. I am not trying
to make of my work something that it is not;
I know where I have succeeded, where I hove
failed, and why.
One of"these'failures is r.t neglect, from one
cause or another, to enter into t~e study of the
cloudier problem areas of the campus, areas
in which-problems and discontents ore apparent
·but just ·out of ·reach, as that of discrimination ii!
housing. One can talk about lack of time and
staff, but the failure is there.
I can, however, count one major success, and
on this I rest my case as an editor. Despite the
claims rhat the News has not been "representativ~," w~ have this year gotten more Xavier
students into print than any previous staff. Some
of the writing has been trivial, some of it pompous, but on the whole it has contributed insight
into areas that the News could not easily cover,
and has proven that there is, after all, an intellectual life on the Xavier campus. We have
had good coverage and good editorials, but for
me, this has ·been the heart of the paper. A
university moves more on the level of discussion
than of legislation, and the programs of the university depends for their effectiveness on the
level of intellectual interest, and a newspaper
that has helped to raise this level by on increasein the number of activing writers, as I believe
the News has, then they can count at least one
real accomplishment.
Yet none of this makes the News "representative." Those who wrote, and probably those
who read, these articles, columns, and letters
ore very much a minority here, and we have
often been asked to print "what the students
really want to read." But we have worked under
a very different definition of the word "student"
and hove assumed that the real student is-interested mainly in the intellectual life of the campus
and in what people here were thinking. If other
people on the campus feel their money was
therefore wasted, then this is no fault of ours;
it rather suggests they might be a bit dull. We
have published plenty of notices and announcements, but we have not put out a billboard.
And, though I have been told to stick the paper
tnto various parts of my anatomy, for it, we
have had pretty much the kind of newspaper
I wanted to see.
And so I feel some discomfort at leaving,
for the News has grown into me after four years,
and I will miss it. But at the same time .1 feel

Henson-·-__. Moving On
an uneasiness about the whole experience. 1
know the News helped me grow, but I also
know that, especially in this last year, it has kept
me from other areas in which I would have
liked to see growth. The time taken by the weekly
process kept me froin much of the creative writing, the scholarship, and the simple nosing
around I have wanted to do. The involvement
idea is good, and we need involved people, but
its demands may hold back an education, for we
need .to be free to look into new areas and
reflect'.without time pressures. Yet the work must
be done. So I can understand and even com·mend the reluctance of ,the current candidates
for editor. I would not recommend for the job
anyone so romantic as to fail to understand the
frustrations involved. They are the better for it.
I think, moreover, the university is worth the
frustrations. We've seen a lot this year. The.
elimination of yearly retreats, required Masses,
and compulsory ROTC, the establishment of coeducation, new philosophy and theology programs, and a potential pass-fail system, makes a
pretty good score for one year. It shows a willingness on the part of the faculty and administration to make changes when the old systems
are folding, a willingness that most students
fail to see. But among certain factions, it seems
to be a peculiar kind ~f willingness, though, for
I don't think they really see the good in the reforms that have been passed. Rather, what
they've learned is that it is no use trying to enforce a system that has no support and that
they have to listen, even when they cannot
understand what is being said. They're learning
that when the student body, a university committee, and Academic Council stand up against
something like compulsory ROTC, then there
must be some problem with their old arguments
and with their old policies. They have learned
that they can no longer tell anyone who is dissatisfied with the present structure to go some-·
where else. But they haven't learned that the
changes that have come and that are coming are
necessary before we can truly say we are .educating. They haven't really turned from the attempt to mold Good Catholic Boys to the effort
to provide an atmosphere where intelligent and
·open men can grow.
But I am not saying this of the administration
as a whole. I say It of President O'Connor and
only a few other, the ones who attend the.football games and not the FAST talks, who are
efficient in meeting the financial responsibilities
of the university but fail to understand their
responsibility to use this fiscal power to serve,
not command, the educators. Nor will I Insist
that .the Jesuit community is at fault. We find
'there the worst of the moralists, a number of
the more trivial scholars, and several of the
stiffer holdouts, but there are also teacher.s like
Fr. Savage and Fr. Peters and innovators like
Fr. Felten, men who combine scholarship, initiative, and concern. It is no more possible to speak
of the typical Jesuit than ·of the typical student.
The community, by all reliable reports, is split,
and, if anything, the liberals ore winning. ·
Thus, I will insist that the University is worth .
working for, and that you can get a real education here. But you have to fight for it. You have
to ignore the registrar and take only the teachers
that are worth bothering with, because you can't
waste your time with the others. The good
teachers are here if you look around. They are
few, but you can find them. They are the men
like Or. Fortin, Fr. Savage, ·or. Anderson, Dr.
Ashmore, Dr. Fontana, and Dr. Werner, some of
whom I have had in class, some of whom I have
barely known, but have admired.
The students, 'too, are neither so dull as some
'would insist, nor so intelligent or aware as we
could hope. They show occasional flashes of
· insight, and many can be dragged into an intellectual discussion if there's nothing else to
do, and I respect most of the students I have
met here. But out of these, only a few have
bothered to bring themselves to any consistent
systematic effort to become more aware or more
capabl~ ~s scholars, as prof~ssio_nal.s, .~r as men.

And this is the real frustration - to see men
with talent and energy burning their brains over
boatrides, to see capable men ignore any number of areas of need to work for T-shirts and
trips to spring-:beaches, and then to promote
patriotism, as if football and Fort Lauderdale
were all America had to offer. The trivia is
overwhelming.
And yet there is some hope. Those who are
leaving or who have left - men like T. L. Gravelle, R. W. Duncan, J. R. Hague, Gene Beaupre,
O'Dell Smith - leave behind them men like
George Eder, Tim Burke, Denny Repenning, and
Ken Blackwell. These are among the few I have
seen or known who match a sense of commitment, with the objectivity and rigor of mind to
see the problems of accomplishing anything,
and with the discipline to get them done. There
are others; my experience here has been
limited. But I have known one .. good poet, an
artist, a few good philosophers, a number of
good teachers, and some. friends. That is about
all. Perhaps it is all one should expect.
I don't expect tremendous results from those
who will stay, though. They are good. I don't
know all of them well, but I have seen them
work. But they're fighting something big. The
trivia, the apathy, the blandness of the majority
may prove to be too much for them, as It did
at times for me. There are too few people willing to work as Pete Horsham and John Dunphy,
too few with the artistic intensity of Robert
Duncan and J. R. Hague, too few with the energy
and intellect of Dr. Anderson and Fr. Savage.
And yet, I maintain that this is a place to get
a good education, so I amy sound just a shade
schizophrenic, and you may wonder just what I
am trying to do here. The men I have mentioned
have no need of my praise, and most of the
things I have said have been said·before. So
it comes down to this: a place that has so much
of 'good and bad, so much of the bright and the'
banal, must be very much like the world. And
' about what else do we hope to learn?
* * * *·*

****•*****

But I will be leaving all this, and so I mean,
rather pretentiously, to say something of this
world, in a sort of addendum.
It's a too common thing to point out the perdition toward which we are aiming, so I will
try to avoid that at the same time I say that I
don't hope for much. There are, just as on the
campus, too many people forgetting what are
the real needs of society, too many people
pl~ying games.
But in one way, this society is peculiarly rich.
This is an age in which there is no shortage of
commitments. If there are willing hands, there is
much work.
The clearest example of this is the war, and
for most of us, because we may soon see it,
it is the most prominent. By everythihg I understand of the· ways of nations, this is a war - ill
conceived and with no possibly realizabl.e goals.
Yet how does a person tell someone who has
lost a sari or brother that the death-was a waste?
It puts one in the uncc:>mfortable situation of
demeaning one man's sacrifice without being
able to present one comparable. Both sides show
a bent toward self-righteousness, but the one
side can show the offerings it has made toward
it~ commitment. This points to the duty of the
dissident to respect these sacrifices, to avoid .
. smugness.
And then we have poverty, black and white.
I have seen it; I have even lived where I could
watch it from my doorstep .. and hear it in my
walls. But a summer' in the ghetto proves nothing,
and I no more understand the problem now than
I did before. I have simply rearranged the questions. I know only that the nation stands accused.
And finally we have society ~tself, and the
educational system by which it 'forms itself. I
mention this, rather than the political or econom ic structures that 'have gotten out 'of control,
because this is.the basis for understanding, per(Co11ti11ued 011 page 3)

